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Chapter
8
Summary

Chapter 1. In the traffic environment most of the relevant information is visual.
The eyes gather information by scanning the traffic environment in places where
relevant information is expected, based on previous experience. Or they may
‘wander around’ the visual field or look at areas that attract attention, due to
object features such as motion or contrast. Information not focussed by the eyes,
or attended in the periphery, remains largely unnoticed. However, simply looking
around will not result in a mental representation replicating what actually can be
seen. Instead, it is comprised of (environmental) elements people (un)wittingly
attended, enriched with, or even overwritten by, elements accumulated during
previous experiences that have been stored in memory. It is this representation,
that determines for a large part how people look for, and find, their way in traffic.
Processing information from one’s environment requires effort. The amount of
effort required depends on the individual’s level of experience with the task at
hand and with the particular situation. When regarding the traffic environment
as comprised of single elements of information, it should be noted that the
number of informational elements can be very high. Presenting road users with
large amounts of information relative to their individual information processing
capabilities, may invoke an unacceptably high level of mental workload,
stress, and feelings of uncertainty. With the design of the traffic environment,
road authorities can facilitate road users’ processing of what is relevant by
structuring and standardising informational elements and limiting their number
to essentials. For example, dynamic traffic management can be used to limit the
provision of information to what is necessary and relevant, instead of using a
multitude of fixed road signs to convey the same message. Road users also have
multiple ways of reducing informational overload and uncertainty, including
sticking to familiar routes. This reduces the amount of new information that
needs to be processed, increasing predictability. Habitual behaviour allows
people to cultivate and rely on automaticity, which is used for information
processing, decision making and consequently for how people behave. However,
making the traffic environment increasingly variable (by means of dynamic
traffic management) while road users may increasingly rely on previous
experiences due to increased route familiarity, may result in perceptual errors,
such as failing to see changes or ‘looking but failing to see’. As route familiarity
in driving depends highly on visual input, route familiarity may be a good
model for studying the effects of habits and automaticity in visual information
processing and, consequently, human behaviour when participating in traffic.
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Processing the relevant elements of the traffic environment is imperative to
navigate our way through traffic in order to safely arrive at our destination. The
aim of this PhD dissertation is to provide insight in the cognitive processes
involved in visual information processing of familiar traffic environments and
to explain what is likely to be seen and what is not. Chapter 1 introduces the
subject. In Chapter 2 the theoretical framework on route familiarity is laid out,
followed by four empirical studies described in Chapters 3-6. Chapter 7 ends
this dissertation with the discussion and conclusions.
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The theoretical framework on route familiarity has been laid out in Chapter
2. For this, a systematic literature review has been carried out. Studies of how
transport behaviour (e.g., driving, cycling, and walking) is affected by practice
and familiarity are not commonplace, in spite of the fact that much of our travel
takes place on familiar, well-practiced routes. In other areas, outside traffic
research, it is well-established that repetition affects cognition, particularly
memory and attention. The goals of the current systematic literature review
were 1) to explore how researchers have described and examined the effects
of people’s familiarity with routes and road types, and 2) to obtain a better
insight into the cognitive processes and behaviour that occur in familiar road
environments. The systematic review was conducted, based on the principles
described in the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalysis (PRISMA). Scopus’ database was searched systematically using
predefined search combinations which involved (1) the transport modes
of driving, cycling, and walking; (2) research methods that typically involve
route- or situation-familiar participants (e.g., naturalistic studies, observational
studies and field operational tests); and (3) various words associated with route
familiarity (e.g., familiar, everyday, and commute). The search yielded 981
results, of which 76 studies met all inclusion criteria. Results were analysed in
terms of the cognitive and behavioural changes associated with familiarity, as
reported in the studies. Route familiarity was typically reported to reduce the
amount of cognitive control used to process the immediate environment and to
increase mind wandering, compared to unfamiliar situations. Familiarity also
increased recall accuracy and opportunities for self-regulatory behaviour, and
decreased task difficulty. Familiarity appears to have large effects on how we
attend to and process the environment. We suggest that given the proportion
of time we spend travelling in familiar situations, we should consider this
low attention, high familiarity state as the default mode and a more integral
context for experimental, naturalistic and observational research in transport
psychology.
Chapter 3 addresses the first empirical study in this thesis concerning changes
in variable speed limits (VSL). Variable speed limits are used more commonly
around the globe lately. Although on a macroscopic level positive effects of VSLs
have been reported, the caveat is that the impact of VSLs is very sensitive to the
level of driver compliance. Thus far it is unknown whether all individual drivers
are actually able to notice when one speed limit changes into another speed
limit; a prerequisite for purposeful speed limit compliance in the first place. To
simulate regular driving conditions, twenty-four participants were familiarised
with a particular route by driving the same route in a driving simulator nineteen
times on five separate days. Part of the route consisted of a motorway where
VSL signs were regularly displayed above every driving lane. At the 19th drive,
speed limits changed from 80 km/h to 100 km/h on the last four out of eight
consecutive signs. After passing all signs, one expects 6.25% of the participants
still to be unaware that the speed limit had increased (based on chance), while
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The follow-up study is provided in Chapter 4, assessing various countermeasures
to improve detection failure of changes in VSLs. Under certain circumstances,
drivers fail to notice changes in electronic speed limits. A video-based study
was performed to reveal which countermeasures would improve drivers’ ability
to detect changes in electronic speed limits. Countermeasures included leaving
electronic signs blank prior to a speed limit change and adding motion signals by
means of flashing amber lights or a ‘wave’. The suggestion that the depicted speed
limit was moving in a wave-like manner was obtained by constantly moving a
blacked out row of pixels from the top to the bottom of the sign and vice versa. A
video representing a motorway was shown repeatedly to 255 participants. They
were instructed to press the space bar when detecting a change. The video was
viewed 13 times before the speed limit changed. Results showed that leaving
signs blank prior to the change instead of displaying speed limits continuously
did not alter change detection, whereas flashers and waves eroded detection of
the changed speed limit. This suggests that using flashers and waves to attract
attention to electronic signs in fact decreases people’s ability to process the
information contained in the signs. As this study was executed using videos,
perception might deviate from that in a more naturalistic environment.
Chapter 5 describes the third empirical study of this thesis which addresses
traffic-irrelevant information on variable message signs (VMSs). Road authorities
struggle with the question whether VMSs should exclusively be used for traffic
management or could also be used to display traffic-irrelevant messages, such
as mottos or commercial advertisements. The current study assesses behavioural
responses to a critical route instruction displayed on the same VMS that
previously displayed a variety of traffic-irrelevant messages. For this, thirtytwo participants were divided between a control group and an experimental
group (the advertisements group). In a driving simulator, all were familiarised
with the same route by driving a VMS-equipped motorway nine times. For the
advertisements group, up to drive 8, this VMS displayed various advertisements.
Whereas for the control group it was blank. In the 9th drive, the VMS displayed
a critical detour message for all participants. This critical route instruction –
informing drivers to take the nearest exit – resulted in compliant driver behaviour
in the advertisements group. In addition, they only reduced speed marginally to
increase the time to process the VMS text. The control group, on the contrary,
displayed a relatively sharp speed reduction; though their compliance with
the critical route instruction did not convincingly exceed chance level (50%),
p = 0.077. What is more, the 31% (n = 4) of the advertisements group who
complied with the critical route instruction subsequently failed to recall this
173
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the results showed most participants had failed to notice the speed limit change
(58.3%). Instead, they ‘saw’ what they expected to see: a speed limit of 80 km/h.
If the speed change had been vice versa, in other words from 100 km/h to 80
km/h, this could immediately result in speed offences, though not deliberately
at all.
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message (recalling an advertisement instead). In conclusion, this study provides
evidence that displaying traffic-irrelevant messages on VMSs might not interfere
with traffic management; provided the format of these messages is in accordance
with ergonomic VMS guidelines as used in this study. It is proposed that due to
repeated exposure to various VMS texts, reading the sign has been practised
to the extent that little to no conscious deliberation was required. As a result,
recall of what was seen, proved to be an inadequate proxy for assessing driver
behaviour. This study shows that conscious attention might not be a prerequisite
for compliance. Furthermore, it suggests that continuous variability in objects in
the traffic environment may become part of a subconscious monitoring process,
as long as they have been sufficiently practised.
The concluding empirical study is described in Chapter 6, and concerns acting
without awareness while executing a highly automated task, i.e. walking.
Pedestrians are commonly engaged in other activities while walking. The
current study assesses 1) whether pedestrians are sufficiently aware of their
surroundings to successfully negotiate obstacles in a city, and 2) whether various
common walking practices affect awareness of obstacles and, or, avoidance
behaviour. To this end, an obstacle, i.e. a signboard was placed on a pavement in
the city centre of Utrecht, the Netherlands. The behavioural measure consisted
of the distance to the signboard before pedestrians moved to avoid it. After
passing, participants were interviewed to obtain thought samples (i.e., what
they were thinking), self-reported route familiarity, a confirmation of secondary
task engagement and to assess awareness through recall and recognition of the
signboard and its text. In this study 234 pedestrians participated. More than half
of the participants (53.8%) was unaware of the signboard, still none of them
had bumped into it. Mind wandering, being engaged in secondary tasks such as
talking with a companion or using a mobile phone, and being familiar with a
route, did not affect awareness nor avoidance behaviour. In conclusion, despite
being very common there was no evidence that walking without awareness
necessarily results in risk. The absence of awareness does not imply any
absence of cognitive and perceptual processing. Pedestrians are still capable of
successfully avoiding obstacles in their path, even in visually more challenging
environments such as a city centre. It is argued that this is because walking
consists of highly automated, skilled behaviour.
In Chapter 7 the empirical findings of all studies are discussed in relation to
the literature. Increasing familiarity with an area affected various aspects of
cognition, such as attention, awareness, memory, judgment and mental state.
It was shown that the amount of repetition required differed amongst aspects
of cognition for them to be affected, though the exact threshold of required
experience remains unclear as well as how these effects evolve with increasing
experience. Although there are indications that for the modalities of driving,
cycling, and walking not all aspects of cognition are similarly affected, a
commonality lies in the effect of repetition on skill. We postulated that repeated
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practice with the same environment results in the ability to negotiate a familiar
environment at skill-based level. This automaticity is reflected in both visual
information processing itself, as well as in the reduced amount of cognitive control
that is required to process visual information to the extent that visual processing
appears to be disengaged from full awareness. The studies in this thesis display
a pattern of traffic participants unable to report about information present in
their surroundings while they changed their behaviour in accordance with this
information. This is a novel finding in traffic psychology research. When the
inability to report equals unawareness, this behaviour can be regarded as acting
without awareness. To distinguish between what is seen and what is not seen, it
is therefore insufficient to rely solely on verbal reports. What is likely to be seen,
depends on what has been incorporated in a mostly subconscious monitoring
process (which guides behaviour too) and what people consciously attend to
and are subsequently able to report about. The initial interest of drivers in other
road users’ behaviour and/or appearance decreased over time, though it did not
decrease as rapidly as their interest in traffic related objects, including signage,
and landmarks. With experience, the highly automated, mostly subconscious,
monitoring process of visual information appears to grow more elaborate by
including progressively more elements of traffic participants’ surrounding; thus,
freeing up mental space to consciously observe other people and their behaviour.
In conclusion, it remains difficult if not impossible to exhaustively assess whether
visual information has been processed. Nevertheless, to optimise measurements
of visual information processing – extending from full awareness, to partial
awareness to acting without awareness – it is advised to combine various
cognitive and behavioural measures (preferably discrete-choice behaviour).
Finally, this thesis is concluded by tips for both researchers and road authorities
to improve the design of research and roads, respectively, by accounting for the
human factor in the everyday context.

